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Dedication
This book is dedicated to Judy Dafoe Hopkins, my dear friend since eighth grade in 
Juneau, Alaska. I was the new girl, introduced that first day of school and scared to 
death. Judy eagerly raised her hand and escorted me down to the cloakroom. We 
were friends within minutes! Some years later, back in Juneau for a class reunion, 
Judy and I were shown some patchwork squares a woman had made in a class. We 
were fascinated. Soon after, we both turned from garment making and needle-
point to quilting. Now, we are approaching our “really significant” class reunion 
back in Juneau.

Judy has authored about twenty quilt books in the ensuing years. I, her greatest 
admirer, have enjoyed contributing quilts to her books whenever asked. What a 
thrill for me to translate my love of quilting and teaching this Folded Log Cabin 
technique into a book of my own! Now I can say, “Judy, I am an author too.”

Acknowledgments
We were the Five Easy Piecers of West Linn, Oregon, 
in the early 1990s: Jane Calhoon, Joanne Perrin, Donna 
Smith, Sue Burgess, and me. We solved the problems 
of the world, while exchanging quilt books, ideas, and 
recipes. And we had great retreats! I owe the Piecers 
gratitude and much affection. 

Along the way, a lovely book was passed around among 
the Piecers—Great Little Quilts by Eleanor Levie. A 
charming pleated Log Cabin quilt was one of the fea-
tures, done in silks. Several of the basic measurements 
from this piece have been incorporated into my Folded 
Log Cabin blocks. Thank you, Eleanor Levie. 

I am also grateful to Wendy Hill, quilt book author (her 
latest book is Easy Bias-Covered Curves) and friend, who 
offered helpful critiques as this book came together. 

Thank you to Jean Wells Keenan, who gave me ˝go for 
it˝ encouragement. I’ve been privileged to teach Folded 
Log Cabin classes at her Stitchin’ Post shop as well as at 
the annual Quilter’s Affair in Sisters, Oregon. 

And thank you to George Reay, friend, fisherman, and 
first-rate hunter of sticks. See George’s discoveries in 
Hang It Up on page 20 and in the Gallery starting on 
page 45—many of the quilt hangers came from river-
banks or the Oregon woods. We love picking up sticks 
with George.  

4 Folded Log Cabin Quilts
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5Introduction

Early Days
My mother, Gudrun Pasma, was a couture seamstress. 
As a little girl, I loved her button box and the fabric 
scraps. With her encouragement, I made funny little 
doll blankets and scrappy houses that I hand stitched or 
glued onto a backing. I was a quilter, but I didn’t know it 
yet. Years later, I made many quilts for my three children. 
Some of the quilts used the children’s cherished old com-
forters as batting, which I “reupholstered” using pieced 
squares. I tied them on the only surface large enough to 
spread them out—the Ping-Pong table. 

Following my marriage to Rich Kaufman in 1990, Shaw 
Island, in the San Juan mountains of Washington state, 
became our big adventure. We built a home with a fabu-
lous quilt studio, I found quilt guilds, and I began taking 
classes. I loved intricate English paper piecing, appliqué, 
and Log Cabin quilts. Then, woe, I developed arthritis in 
my hands. Something had to change.

Log Cabin Glitz, 52˝ × 54 ,̋ made by Sarah Kaufman, 2003

Log Cabin Glitz was my last regular, 
hand-quilted Log Cabin quilt. It hangs 
next to my bed, and I love waking up 
to this bright and cheerful piece. I 
will probably not make another Log 
Cabin quilt in this manner, and here’s 
why: every strip needs to be pressed 
after stitching. In addition to the hand 
factor, constant ironing can easily 
distort narrow strips. 

Introduction
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6 Folded Log Cabin Quilts

Snuggles, 60˝ × 70 ,̋ made by Sarah Kaufman, 1992

I still love this quilt for its bold geometric wow factor. The soft and cozy quality makes it a favorite in our household. 
However, at 111/2  ,̋ the blocks are too large, and there are strips of rayon mixed with cotton and wool, all cut from skirts 
and dresses from my businesswoman phase. Both the block size and fabric choices made construction a pressing nightmare. 

Folded Log Cabin Quilts
I build these Folded Log Cabin blocks on a foundation, 
centering a 2˝ square, and then layering 11/2  ˝ strips, which 
have been prepressed in half to 3/4  ˝ with the folds toward 
the center. These strips then stack in the same manner, 
resulting in tiny 1/4  ˝ logs. It is 90% machine sewing, with 
the iron now put away. Are you beginning to see 
the magic? 

I am frequently asked, ˝Why don’t you make bed quilts 
using this technique?˝ For starters, each block has five 
layers of fabric, plus backing—that’s a lot of weight. In 

addition, the very density of these quilts makes them 
rather stiff. Extra stress on the very narrow seams is not 
recommended. A bed quilt needs to be able to handle 
plenty of use, and occasional abuse.

Think wall quilts—large or small—pillow tops, and table 
runners too. You will be thrilled to note that the density 
and weight of these pieces result in handsome, full-bodied 
art pieces. Batting is generally not needed in a Folded Log 
Cabin quilt.
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7Getting Started

Getting Started

A basic Folded Log Cabin block, sewn on a 7˝ × 7˝ muslin foundation,  
consists of 11 rounds of strips that have been pressed in half, stacked, and 
stitched around a 2˝ center square.

Sewing Machines
Make sure your machine is always oiled and free of lint. You will be stitching 
through five layers of fabric, so a sharp needle is essential. It is nice, but not at all 
necessary, to have a state-of-the-art computerized machine. My Pfaff is sixteen 
years old. My mom’s old Singer, circa 1954, does a fine job. Singer Featherweights 
can also handle the load; I see a few of them in every class I teach.

Traditional Log Cabin blocks in folds
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8 Folded Log Cabin Quilts

Perfect Seams
The seams in these blocks are 3/8  ˝ 
wide, so use a standard sewing foot, 
not the quilter’s 1/4  ˝ foot. A walking 
foot can be helpful in keeping the 
block flat. If you pull on the seams as 
you stitch, the result can be a block 
that cups like a bowl. However, I have 
seen fabulous, perfectly flat work 
produced on a machine without a 
walking foot. It is all in the gentle 
care and feeding of each strip. I am 
very impressed with the built-in dual 
feed on my Pfaff, which works like a 
walking foot.

Thread
You will use a lot of thread, so be pre-
pared. I recommend a neutral-color 
thread that either blends with your 
fabric choices or matches if there is a 
predominant color theme. For many 
of my quilt pieces I use tan or taupe. 
These tones, along with muted gray, 
blend in the best. In a perfect Folded 
Log Cabin quilt, the thread will never 
show, as it is covered up by the next 
folded log strip. Of course, perfect is 
rare (and that is probably a very good 
thing), so be conscious of your choice 
of thread color.

Lint buildup is reduced with a good-
quality thread—my choices are usually 
Mettler silk-finish cotton and Superior 
Threads MasterPiece. Recently I 
have begun using Superior Threads’ 
prewound bobbins, in the colors men-
tioned above—82 yards of long-staple 
Egyptian cotton thread in a bobbin is 
heavenly. (See Resources, page 48, for 
Mettler and Superior Threads.) 

Fabric
I always look at fabric selection as the fun part of a quilt project. We are so 
blessed with fabulous cottons now. With budgeting in mind, if you use your 
stash, fat quarters, leftover scraps, and even leftover binding strips, and com-
bine them with a special theme fabric, you’ll generally find that everything 
works well together. A huge variety of fabric keeps me charged and happy. I so 
recommend feeling free to mix it up.

While I am a favored customer at our local quilt shops, I some-
times drop by thrift stores seeking fabulous garments to cut up. 
Oh, have I scored!

 
Bali, 111/2  ˝ × 18 ,̋ made by Sarah Kaufman, 2006

This quilt uses fabric from a Balinese-style batik dress.
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9Getting Started 

Rarely can I make a quilt containing 
just two colors. I love the challenge 
of throwing in something odd or 
unusual to punch it up. For instance, 
I am very fond of black-and-white 
quilts but am nearly incapable of 
actually making one. The bold colors 
in the tiny center squares of All 
Zipped Up make this piece. 

More Pizzazz
Embellishments and hanging devices 
are the other spices in my life. As 
you look through the book, note 
how often “just a quilt” can be trans-
formed into a memorable art piece 
using embellishments and interesting 
methods of display. See pages 19–21 
for tips on embellishing, hanging, and 
framing quilts.

All Zipped Up, 161/2  ˝ × 31 ,̋ made by Sarah Kaufman, 2008
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10 Folded Log Cabin Quilts

Secrets of the Folded 
Log Cabin Block

The Formula
Yardages are based on 40 -̋wide fabric.

Here are some guidelines for figuring 
the amount of fabric you will need to 
make Folded Log Cabin blocks.

 � A 7˝ × 7˝ block uses a total of 
approximately 1/3 yard of fabric.

 � A 7˝ × 7˝ block uses approximately 
6 strips, cut 11/2˝ × the width of the  
fabric to create all the logs in a 
block.

 � 1 yard of fabric yields approxi-
mately 22 strips.

 � For any of the 3 blocks shown on  
this page, 1/4 yard of each of 2 
fabrics is ample and will give you 
leftovers.

Note: The most carefully cut, folded, 
and stitched blocks will not always 
turn out to be the exact same size. 
Note the block back shown on page 
13: there will be slight variations 
among your blocks as well. When 
your block sizes vary somewhat, refer 
to Measure, Modify, and Trim on 
page 16 for the best way to manage 
these “deviations.”

      

7˝ × 7˝ Log Cabin blocks: A. Courthouse Steps B. Courthouse Steps Squared C. Traditional

Cutting and Pressing Strips
For the best-pressed fold, rotary cut the strips 11/2˝ wide, crosswise from selvage 
to selvage. Yes, you can cut strips lengthwise along the selvage as well, espe-
cially if you want to feature a print or stripe going in this direction or to use 
up some binding strips. I often mist these lengthwise strips with water or light 
starch to aid in setting the crease. Use steam to press the strips in half. The  
3/4 -̋wide folded strips are ready for any Folded Log Cabin project.

 
If the fabric is thicker than normal cotton, or tends to ravel,  
I cut the strips about 15/8 .̋ 

BA

C
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11Secrets of the Folded Log Cabin Block

While at the ironing board, I enjoy the wonderful moun-
tain view from my studio, watch TV, or listen to music. 
Pick your pleasure, and here’s your reward: the bulk of 
your pressing is now done!

Start with a Foundation
For a basic Folded Log Cabin block (some projects in this 
book are different sizes), cut muslin foundation squares 
7˝ × 7 .̋ With a pencil, lightly draw diagonal lines precisely 
from corner to corner. Center a 2˝ square that contrasts 
nicely with your folded strips, matching each corner to  
the penciled lines. Ignore these lines after the center is  
in place.

Each corner meets 
a diagonal line.

Pencil lines

Foundation with 2˝ center square

I’ve learned from experience that blocks larger 
than 8˝ × 8˝ can get wonky, because it can be 
trickier to sew longer strips straight. It is okay to 
go smaller, though.

Sewing
I find it easier to position and sew strips for Folded Log 
Cabin blocks on the left side of the machine foot, with 
my work centered to the left as well. As you stitch, the 
left side of the foot should glide precisely along the fold. 
The stitching line must be 3/8˝ from the fold. The fold is 
always your visual guide, not the raw edge. The width of a 
standard machine foot, or a walking foot, usually provides 
the 3/8˝ rule. If you do not have a foot that provides the 3/8 ,̋ 
reposition the needle if your machine has this option.

Align your foot to the left of the strip, and stitch 3/8˝ from the fold. 
Notice that the strip has not yet been trimmed to a log.

The Blocks
Each block style has a specific visual impact. I have no 
favorite—I love them all. And they all go together nicely 
in sampler-style quilts (see pages 30 and 43–47). In my 
Folded Log Cabin classes, I urge students to just choose 
one style and get started.
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12 Folded Log Cabin Quilts

Courthouse Steps Block

Courthouse Steps block
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Courthouse Steps block

Making the Center
Start by centering a 2˝ square on a 7˝ × 7˝ foundation.

Making Round 1
1. From 1 pink folded strip and 1 blue folded strip, cut 
2 logs, each 2˝ long. 

2. Align the first pink log along one edge of the center 
square in the A1 position, with the fold to the center, 
matching up the raw edges of each strip to the raw edge 
of the center square. Stitch 3/8˝ from the fold.

3. Repeat Step 2 with the second pink log in the C1 
position.

Starting Courthouse Steps (Note: Contrasting  
thread was used for visibility.)

4. Continue with the 2˝ blue logs in the B1 and D1 
positions This creates the first round, and the center 
square is now a 1/2˝ pocket—take a second to make sure it 
is square.

Courthouse Steps Round 1 complete (Note:  
Contrasting thread was used for visibility.) 

Stacking the Logs
On with the block. Beginning at Round 2, put away your 
tools, except for sharp scissors. No more premeasuring to 
cut strips.
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13Secrets of the Folded Log Cabin Block

1. Starting again at side A, with an approximately 1/4 -̋long 
flap* extending at the beginning, place a pink strip in the 
A2 position on top of the A1 log, allowing 1/4˝ of width 
of the A1 log to show. Stitch the Round 2 strip, again 3/8˝ 
from the fold, starting where the A1 log begins and stop-
ping where it ends.

2. Using scissors, cut the Round 2 strip at the other end, 
leaving another 1/4˝ flap on your new log. There is no need 
to sew down the flaps—just let them flap.

3. Add the next pink strip in the C2 position, allowing 1/4˝ 
of width of the C1 log to show. Then complete Round 2 
in the same way at positions B2 and D2 with blue strips. 
Remember to leave a flap at the beginning of each strip as 
you place it, and again at the end when you trim the strip 
into a log.

Extended Flaps

Courthouse Steps block, Rounds 2  –5 (Note: Contrasting  
thread was used for visibility.)

*The flaps are critical for creating a stronger block. They 
provide cushioning for the next strip. Do not skimp on 
this step. My mistake piece, now a teaching tool, is a good 
lesson. I was short on fabric so I left off the 1/4˝ flap at each 
strip end, and you can see the result below.

Sarah’s folly

Finishing the Block 
1. To make a 7˝ × 7˝ block, aim for 11 rounds of logs.

2. Continue to check that the strips align with the muslin 
edges. If it helps to pin each strip, feel free to do so.

3. Consider the block finished when you have covered 
and gone just beyond the muslin foundation. When this  
is accomplished, those pesky muslin whiskers will be out  
of sight.

Back of block after 11 rounds

4. As you develop the technique, it is a good idea to occa-
sionally check your work. Lift a log’s raw edges to verify 
that you have encased the preceding log. A scant 1/8˝ must 
show as a seam allowance.

Lift and check.

5. Refer to Measure, Modify, and Trim (page 16) to 
prepare blocks for finishing.
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14 Folded Log Cabin Quilts

Courthouse Steps Squared Block

Squared block, Courthouse Steps variation (Note: Contrasting thread 
was used for visibility.)
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Courthouse Steps Squared block

Note: In the Mix Master project (page 30) and the Gallery 
(page 34), many of the blocks depict a squared effect 
with a variation in fabric placement. This is most effec-
tively done with the Courthouse Steps technique, using 
the same fabric (or value) for all four sides of each round. 
Many of the early African-American Log Cabin quilts were 
made in this fashion. The term sometimes used for this 
style is “Housetop.”

I frequently use this squared technique for the final few 
rounds to frame a traditional Courthouse Steps block. 
Have fun designing as you choose value and strip place-
ment for Courthouse Steps Squared.

Traditional Log Cabin Block

Traditional Log Cabin block
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Traditional Log Cabin block

Making the Center
Start by centering a 2˝ square on a 7˝ × 7˝ foundation.
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